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Pathfinder lightning stance

Some abilities aren't tied to your race, class, or skill — things like particularly fast reflexes that allow you to respond to danger faster, the ability to create magical objects, training to deliver powerful mesmed-fire strikes, or a knack for deflecting arrows fired at you. These capabilities are represented as performances. While
some performances are more useful for certain types of characters than others, and many have special prerequisites that must be met before they are selected, as a general rule of performance, they represent abilities outside the normal range of your character's race and class. Many of them change or improve class
skills or soften class restrictions, while others may apply bonuses to your stats or give you the option to take otherwise prohibited actions. By selecting performances, you can customize and customize your character to make it uniquely yours. Requirements Some performances have prerequisites. Your character must
have a listed skill score, class function, performance, skill, base attack bonus, or other quality designed to select or use that performance. The character can get performance at the same level on which he gets the premise. The character can not use performance if he loses the premise, but does not lose the performance
itself. If it later recovers the lost assumption, it will immediately take full advantage of the performance that the assumption allows. Performance types Some performances are general, which means that no special rules follow them as a group. Others are creations that allow characters to create magical objects of all
kinds. Metamagic's performance allows the spellcaster to prepare and cast a spell with greater effect, though as if the spell was a higher level of magic than it actually is. Combat Performances Any performance marked as combat power can be selected as a fighter's bonus performance. This designation does not restrict
characters of other classes from selecting these performances, provided that they meet the requirements. Critical performance Critical performances alter the effects of critical intervention by causing another condition of the victim of critical intervention. Characters without critical power mastery can apply the effects of
one critical performance only to an individual critical hit. Characters with several critical performances can decide which performance to use after a critical hit is confirmed. Item creation performance: The performance of creating an item allows a character to create a magic item of a particular type. Regardless of the type
of item each includes, different items creating performances all have certain functionality in common. Raw material cost: The cost of creating a magic item is equal to half of the base price of the item. Using performance creation items also requires access to labs or magic workshops, special tools, and so on. The
character generally has access to what he needs, unless unusual circumstances apply. Time: The time the magic item is created depends on the performance and cost of the item. Item Price: Brew Potion, Craft Staff, Craft Wand, and Scribe Scroll create items that directly reproduce the magic effects, and the strength of
these items depends on their wheel level–that is, the charm of such an item has the power that it would be if they cast a spellcaster of this level. The price of these items (and therefore the cost of raw materials) also depends on the level of the wheel. The wheel level must be low enough to allow the spellcaster who
created the item to cast a spell at that level. To find the final price in any case, multiply the wheel level by the magic levels and multiply the result by the constant as shown below: Offsets: Base price = magic level × wheel level × 25 gp. Potions: Basic price = magic level × wheel level × 50 gp. Wands: Basic price = magic
level × wheel level × 750 gp. Staves: The price per stick is calculated using more complex formulas (see Magic Items). A 0-level spell is considered a magic level of 1/2 for the purposes of this calculation. Additional costs: Any potion, coil or wand that stores magic with a costly material component also bears the
appropriate cost. For potions and coils, the creator must incur the cost of the material component when creating the item. For the wand, the creator must spend 50 units of the material component. Similarly, some magical objects incur additional costs for material components, as indicated in their descriptions. Skill check:
Successfully creating a magic item requires a spellcraft check with dc equal to 5+ item wheel level. Alternatively, you can use an associated craft or profession skill to try to check this instead, depending on the items being crafted. See Magic Item Creation for more information on which craft and profession control can be
replaced in this way. D.C. this control may increase if the crafter is rushed or does not meet all the prerequisites. A failed inspection destroys the materials used, while a check that fails by 5 or more results in a cursed object. See Magic Items for more information. As spellcaster knowledge of magic grows, he can learn to
cast spells in ways slightly different from the norm. Preparing and casting the charm in such a way is harder than usual, but thanks to metamagic performances, it is at least possible. Spells adjusted by metamagic power use a spell that is higher than normal. It doesn't change the level of magic, so DC for saving throws
against it doesn't go up. Metamagic performances do not affect spell-like abilities. Wizards and Divine Spellcasters: Wizards and divine spellcasters must prepare their spells in advance. During the preparation, the character chooses which spells are prepared with metamagic feats (and thus which ones take up a higher
spell than usual). Magicians and Bards: Magicians and bards choose spells when they cast them. They can choose when to cast their spells, whether their metamagic performances to improve them. As with other spellcasters, the enhanced spell utilizes up to a higher level magic slot. Since the wizard or bard did not
prepare the spell in metamagic form in advance, he must apply metamagic power on the spot. Therefore, such a character must also take longer to cast a metamagic spell (which is enhanced by metamagic power) than when it casts a regular spell. If magic is normal casting time is standard action, casting metamagic
version is a full-round action for a wizard or bard. (This is not the same as 1-round cast time.) The only exception is for spell-adjusted Quicken Spell metamagic performance, which can be cast as normal using feat. For a spell with longer casting times, it takes extra full-round action to cast the spell. Spontaneous casting
and metamagic performances: spiritual spontaneously casting a cure or cause magic, or druid spontaneously casting to summon nature's allied charm, can cast a metamagic version of it instead. In this case, extra time is also required. Casting standard action metamagic magic spontaneously is a full-round event, and
magic with longer casting times takes an extra full-round action cast. The only exception is for quicken spells, which can be cast as a quick action. Effects of Metamagic Performances on Magic: In every way, metamagic magic acts on its original magic level, even when it is ready to cast using a higher-level magic slot.
Saving changes to a throw does not change unless otherwise stated in the performance description. Changes made to these feats apply only to spells cast directly by the feat user. Spellcaster cannot use metamagic power to change a spell that is cast from a wand, scroll, or other device. Metamagic performances that
eliminate spell components do not eliminate attack opportunities induced by casting magic while threatening. Casting a spell modified by Quicken Spell will not cause an attack of opportunity. Metamagic performances cannot be used with all spells. Look for specific performance descriptions for spells that specific
performance cannot change. Multiple metamagic performances per spell: Spellcaster can use multiple metamagic performances per spell. Changes to its level are cumulative. You cannot use the same metamagic power more than once on a single spell. Magical objects and metamagic spells: With the right item to create
a feat, you can save the metamagic version of the spell in a scroll, potion, or wand. Level limits for potions and wands apply to the spell's higher level spell (after applying metamagic performance). A character does not need metamagic performance to activate an item that stores a metamagic version of a spell.
Countering Metamagic Spells: Whether or not the spell has been enhanced by metamagic performance does not affect its vulnerability to fire fighting or its ability another spell (see Magic). Feat Descriptions Performances are summarized in the table: Performances below. Note that the requirements and performance
benefits in this table are truncated for ease of reference. Detailed information can be found in the performance description. The following format is used for all performance descriptions. Feat Name: A performance name also indicates what a subcategory, if any, performance belongs to, and is followed by a basic
description of what performance does. Prerequisite: Minimum skill score, additional performance or performance, minimum base attack bonus, minimum number of ranks in one or more skills or anything else needed to make a performance. This item is missing if performance has no prerequisite. Performance can have
more than one prerequisite. Advantage: What performance allows a character (you in the performance description) to do. If a character has the same performance more than once, its benefits do not add up unless otherwise specified in the description. Normal: What character that does not have this performance is
limited to or limited from doing. If you do not have performance, this record is missing. Special: More unusual facts about feat. Table: Feats FeatsPrerequisitesPay Acrobatics -+2 Bonus for Acrobatics and Fly Control Agile Maneuvers *-Use Your Bonus Dex when calculating cmb alertness-+ 2 bonus on perception and
sense control Control ChannelChannel energy class featurechannel energy can heal or harm aliens Animal Affinity-+2 bonus on animal handle and ride control Arcane Armor , Light, Wheel level 3rdReduce your mysterious magic failure chance by 10% Arcane Armor Mastery * Arcane Armor training Armor Proficiency,
Medium, caster level 7thReduce your mysterious spell failure chance by 20% Arcane Strike * Ability to cast mysterious spells + 1 damage and weapons are considered magical Armor Expertise, Light-No penalties on attack rolls while wearing light armor Armor Proficiency, MediumArmor Proficiency, LightNo penalties for
attack rolls while wearing medium armor Armor Expertise , HeavyArmor Expertise, MediumNe Penalties for Offensive Roles while Wearing Heavy Armor Athletic — +2 Bonus on Climb and Swim Checks Augment SummoningSpell Focus (Magic)Summoned Creatures get +4 Str and Con Blind-Fight*- Reroll lacks chance
of concealing Catch Off-Guard *-No penalties for improvised weapons close up Channel Smite * Channel energy class featureChannel energy through attack Combat Casting-+ 4 bonus to control concentration for casting defensively Combat Expertise * Int 13Tish Attack Bonus for AC Bonus Better Disarm * Combat
Expertise + 2 Bonus to Disarm Attempts, No Attack Opportunities Greater Disarm * Better Disarm Basic Attack Bonus +6Substantiated Weapons Are Repelled From Your Enemy Better Feint * Combat ExpertiseFeint as Move Action Greater Finint * Better Trick, Attack Bonus +6 Enemies That Trick You Lose Your Dex
Bonus for 1 Round Improved Trip * Combat Expertise + 2 Trip Attempts Bonus, no attack opportunities Bigger trip * Better trip, basic attack bonus + 6 Enemies to get behind, provoke whirlwind attack*dex 13, combat expertise, spring attack, base attack bonus +4Make one mesm nearby attack against all enemies within
reach of Combat Reflexes*- Make more attacks opportunities Stand Still *Combat ReflexesStop enemies from moving around you Command UndeadChannel negative energy class featureChannel energy can be used to control the undead critical focus * basic attack bonus +9 + 4 bonus on attack rolls to confirm critical
hits Bleeding Critical * Critical Focus, basic attack bonus +11When you score a critical hit, the target takes 2d6 bleeding Blinding Critical * Critical Focus, basic attack bonus +15When you score a critical hit, the target is blinded critical mastery *Any two critical performances , 14th-level fighter Apply two effects to your
critical hits Deafening Critical * Critical Focus, bonus for basic attack +13When you have received a critical hit, target is deafening Sickening Critical*Critical Focus, base attack bonus +11When you have a critical hit, the target is disgusted with Critical Critical Focus, Base Attack Bonus +13When you get a critical hit, the
target is spread out with stunning critical* critical, base attack bonus +17Every critical hit, the target is stunned by a tedious critical focus , Base Attack Bonus +13When you have received a critical hit, the target is tired of Exhausting Critical* Tedious Critical, Base Attack Bonus +15When a critical hit is reached, Target is
depleted deadly aim* dex 13, base attack bonus +1Smm attack bonus for Deceitful damage — +2 bonus on bluff and defensive combat training disguises*- Use your overall hit dice as a base bonus for CMD Deft Hands -+2 bonus to disable equipment and sleight of hand control Intrusive * 6th-level fighterIncreases DC
cast spells next door you Spellbreaker * Intrusive, 10th-level fighterEnemies trigger attacks if their spells fail Dodge * Dex 13 + 1 dodge bonus to AC Mobility * Dodge + 4 AC against attacks opportunities from movement spring attack * Mobility, basic attack bonus +4Move before and after close range attack Wind Stance *
Dex 15 , Dodge, base attack bonus +6Gain 20% concealment if you move Lightning Stance*Dex 17, Wind Stance , bonus for basic attack +11Gain 50% concealment if you move elementary channelChannel power functionChannel energy can damage or treat elementals Endurance -+4 bonus on controls to prevent non-
lethal damage DiehardEnduranceAutomatically stabilize and remain conscious under 0 hp Eschew materials - Cast spells without material components Exotic Weapons Expertise * Base Attack +1This no penalty for attacks with one exotic weapon Extra ChannelChannel energy class featureChannel energy twice a day



Extra KiKi pool class featureIncrease your ki pool by 2 points Extra Lay On HandsLay on hand class featureUse put on your hands two more times daily Extra MercyMercy class featuresYou lay on your hands benefiting from one more mercy Extra PerformanceBardic performance class featureUse bardic performance for
6 more rounds per day Extra RageRage class featureUse rage for 6 more rounds per day Fleet-Your basic speed increases by 5 feet Great Fortitude-+2 on Fortitude saves Better Big FortitudeGreat FortitudeOnce per day, you can reroll Fortitude save better ChannelChannel energy class features + 2 bonus on dc energy
channel Better Counterspell-Counterspell with spell of the same school Better Critical * Expertise with weapon, basic attack bonus +8Mechanism range of threats of one weapon Better FamiliarAbility to get known , see featGain a more familiar powerful Improved Initiative*—+4 bonus on initiative checks Improved
Unarmed Strike*—Always considered armed Deflect Arrows*Dex 13 Improved Unarmed StrikeAvoid one ranged attack per round Snatch Arrows*Dex 15, Deflect ArrowsCatch one ranged attack per round Improved Grapple*Dex 13, Improved Unarmed Strike+2 bonus grapple on round, no attack of opportunity Greater
Grapple*Grapple , base attack bonus +6Chang your match as a move action Scorpion Style * Better Unarmed StrikeReduce target speed at 5 ft.     Gorgon's Fist*Scorpion Style, base attack bonus +6Stagger enemy whose speed is reduced by Medusa's Wrath*Gorgon's Fist, base attack bonus +11Make 2 extra attacks
against the defending enemy Stunning Fist * Dex 13, Wis 13, Enhanced Unarmed Strike, Base Attack Bonus +8Stunn Opponent with Unarmed Strike Improvised Weapon Mastery * Catch Off-Guard or Throw Anything, Base Attack Bonus +8Mak Improvised Weapon Deadly Intimidating Prowess *- Add Str to Intimidation
In Addition to Iron Cha Will - +2 Bonus on Will Saves Improved Iron WillIron WillOnce per day, you can reroll saves LeadershipCharacter level 7thGain cohort and followers lightning reflexes -+2 bonus on Reflex saves Better Lightning ReflexesLightingThey per day, You can reroll Reflex save Lunge * Basic attack bonus
+6Take -2 penalty to AC to attack with achieve Magic Abilities-+ 2 bonus on Spellcraft and use magic devices control Martial Weapon Proficiency-No penalty on attacks made with one fighting weapon Master Craftsman5 ranks in any craft or profession skillYou can craft magical items without being spellcaster Driving
Combat * Ride 1 rankAvoid attacks on the mountain with Ride check Driving Archery * Driving CombatHalve punishment for remote attacks while mounted Ride-By CombatMove before and after the attack, while mounted Spirited Charge * Ride-By AttackDouble Damage on Mounted Charge Trample * Mounted
CombatOverrun Targets, while mounted Unseat * Better Bull Rush, Riding CombatKnock rivals from their horse Natural SpellWis 13, wild shape class featureCast spells while using wild shape Nimble MovesDex 13Ignore 5 feet difficult terrain when you move Acrobatic StepsDex 15, Nimble MovesIgnore 20 feet difficult
terrain when you move convincing - +2 bonus on diplomacy and intimidation control Point-Blank Shot *—+ 1 attack and damage to targets within 30 feet Far Shot * Point-Blank ShotDecrease moved penalties by half Accurate Shot * Point-Blank ShotNo penalty for melee shooting Improved ImprovedShot * Dex 19,
Precise Shot, Base Attack Bonus +11Laying or Masking Chances of Long Range Pinpoint Targeting * Better Accurate Shot , base attack bonus +16No armor or shield bonus on one long shot Shot per run* Dex 13 , Mobility, Point-Blank Shot, Base Attack Bonus +4Make at Any Point While Moving Rapid Shot*Dex 13,
Point-Blank ShotMake One Extra Ranged Attack Manyshot*Dex 17, Rapid Shot, Base Attack Bonus +6Shoot Two Arrows Simultaneously Power Attack*Str 13, Base Attack Bonus +1Trade Melee Attack Bonus for Cleave*Power AttackMake Next Attack if the first hits great cleave*cleave*cleave, base attack bonus
+4Sighted next attack after each attack hits improved bull rush*power attack+2 bonus for bull fever attempts, no attack opportunities Bigger Bull Rush * Better Bull Rush, basic attack bonus +6 Enemies you are bullish rush provoke attacks opportunities Better Overrun * Power Attack + 2 bonus on crossing attempts, no
attack opportunities Greater overrun * Better overrun , basic attack bonus + 6 Enemies you roll over to trigger attacks opportunities Better Sunder * Power Attack + 2 bonus on attempts , no attack opportunities Greater Sunder * Better Sunder, basic attack bonus +6Damage of sunder attempts transfers to your enemy
Quick Draw * Base attack bonus +1Draw weapon as free action Rapid Reload * Weapon expertise (crossbow) Reload crossbows quickly Run-Run at 5 times normal speed selective ChannelingCha 13 , channel energy class featuresFousa, whom to influence with the energy channel Self-sufficient-+ 2 bonus on Heal and
survival control shield knowledge- No penalties on attack rolls when using shield Better Shield Bash * Shield ProficiencyChud your shield bonus, When Shield Bashing Shield Slam * Better Shield Bash, Two-Weapon Fighting, Basic Attack Bonus +6Free Bullish Rush With Bash Attack Shield Master * Shield Slam, Basic
Attack Bonus +11Thems no penalties for two weapons in attack with Shield Focus * Shield Expertise basic attack bonus +1Gain +1 to your AC when using the Greater Shield Focus*Shield Focus, 8. -level fighterGain +1 bonus to ac when using Tower Shield Proficiency * Shield ProficiencySugg penalties for attack rolls
when using tower shield Simple weapon Proficiency-No penalty for attacks carried out with simple weapons Skill Focus-+ 3 bonus per skill (+6 per 10 series) Spell Focus-+1 Save DC bonus for one school Greater spell FocusSpell Focus +1 bonus to save DC for one spell mastery1st-level school Wizard Prepare some
spells without spellbook Spell Penetration -+2 bonus level control beat spell resistance Greater Spell PenetrationSpell Penetration + 2 bonus level control beat spell resistance Stealthy-+ 2 bonus on Escape Artist and Stealth Control Step Up * Basic attack bonus +1 Take 5-foot step as immediate action Strike Back *
Basic attack bonus +11Attack enemies, who hit you while using throw anything range *-No penalties for improvised weapons at a distance Toughness-+3 hit points , +1 per Hit Die per 3 Turn UndeadChannel positive energy class featureChannel energy can be used, in order for the undead to flee Two-Weapon Fighting *
Dex 15Reduce two-weapon combat sanctions Double Slice * Two-Weapon FightingAdded str bonus on off-hand damage rolls Two-Weapon Rend * Double Slice, Improved fight with two weapons, bonus for basic attack +11Zrend enemy hit by both your weapons Improved fight with two weapons*Dex 17 , Two-Weapon
Fighting, Base Attack Bonus +6Gain Another Off-Hand Attack Larger Two-Weapon Fight * Dex 19, Improved two-weapon fighting bonus, base attack bonus +11Gain third off-hand attack Two-Weapon Defense*Two-Weapon FightingGain +1 bonus for fighting two Vital Strike weapons*Basic attack bonus +6Dosing double
normal damage per attack Enhanced Vital Strike*Vital Strike, base attack bonus +11 Times normal damage in one attack Greater vital strike*Better Vital strike*Better life strike Base Attack Bonus +16Deal Quadruple Normal Damage per Assault Weapon Finesse *-Use Dex Instead of Str on Offensive Roles with Light
Weapons Weapon Focus * Expertise with Weapon, Basic Attack Bonus +1+1 Bonus on Attack Role With One Weapon Dazzling Display * Weapon FocusIntimidate All Enemies Up to 30 Feet Shatter Defense * Dazzling Display, Basic Attack Bonus +6Hindered Foes Are Flat-Footed Deadly Stroke * Weapon Focus ,
Shatter Defense, Basic Attack Bonus +11Deal Double Damage plus 1 Con Bleed Larger Weapon Focus * Weapon Focus, 8. -Level Fighter + 1 Bonus on Attack Role with One Weapon Penetrating Strike * Weapon Focus, 12th-level FighterYour Attacks ignore 5 points of damage reduction Greater Penetrating
Strike*Penetrating Strike, 16th-level fighterYour attacks ignore 10 points of damage reduction Weapon Specialization*Weapon Focus, 4th-level On Damage Rolls with One Weapon Greater Weapon Specialization * Weapon Specialization, 12th-level fighter + 2 bonus on damage rolls with one weapon creating items
FeatsPrerequisitesBenefits Brew PotionCaster level 3rdCreate Magic Pots Craft Magic Arms and ArmorCaster level 5thCreate magic armor, Shields, and Weapons Craft RodCaster Level 9thCreate Magic Rods Craft StaffCaster Level 11thCreate Magic Sticks Craft WandCaster Level 5thCreate Magic Wands Craft
Wondrous ItemCaster Level 3rdCreate Magical Wondrous Items Forge RingCaster Level 7thCreate Magic Rings ScribeCast Scroller Level 1stCreate Magic Scrolls Empower Spell-Double spell duration Increase Spell-Treat spell as a higher level Maximize Spell -Maximize spell variables Quicken Spell , jumping and
flying. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on all acrobatics checks and fly skills. If you have 10 or more ranks in one of these skills, the bonus will increase to +4 for that skill. Acrobatic steps You can easily move through obstacles and over obstacles. Prerequisites: Dex 15, Nimble movements. Advantage: Whenever you
move, you can move up to 15 feet of difficult terrain each lap as if it were normal terrain. The effects of this power stack with those provided by Nimble Moves (allowing you to move normally over a total of 20 feet of difficult terrain each lap). Agile Maneuvers (Combat) You have learned to use your speed instead of brute
force when performing combat maneuvers. Benefit: Add your dexterity bonus to the base attack bonus and size bonus when determining the combat maneuver bonus (see Combat) instead of the Force Bonus. Normal: Add your power bonus to the base attack bonus and size bonus when determining the battle maneuver
bonus. Vigilance You often notice things that others might miss. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on the perception and meaning of the skill checks theme. If you have 10 or more ranks in one of these skills, the bonus will increase to +4 for that skill. Channel alignment Choose chaos, evil, good or law. You can direct
divine energy to influence strangers who have this subtype. Prerequisites: Ability to direct energy. Advantage: Instead of normal effect, you can choose whether you have the option to channel energy or harm a stranger of the chosen subtype of alignment. You need to make this choice every time you channel energy. If
you decide to treat or harm creatures of the chosen subtype of alignment, the energy of your channel has no effect on other creatures. The amount of damage healing or damage caused and DC for half of the damage is otherwise Special: You can get this performance multiple times. Its effects are not stacked. Each
time you take this performance, it applies to the new route subtype. Whenever you direct energy, you need to choose which type to take place. Affinity of animals You are skilled at working with animals and horses. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on all Handle Animal and Ride skill checks. If you have 10 or more ranks
in one of these skills, the bonus will increase to +4 for that skill. Arcane Armor Mastery (Fight) You have mastered the ability to cast spells while wearing armor. Prerequisites: Arcane Armor Training, Medium Armor Expertise, Wheel Level 7. Advantage: As a quick action, reduce the chance of a mysterious spell failure
due to the armor you wear by 20% for all spells cast in this round. This bonus is replaced and not added up with the bonus awarded by arcane armor training. Arcane Armor Training (Combat) You have learned how to cast spells while wearing armor. Prerequisites: Light Armor Expertise, wheel level 3rd. Benefit: As a
quick action, reduce the mysterious spell of failure chance due to the armor you are wearing by 10% for all the spells that cast this round. Arcane Strike (Combat) You draw on your mysterious power to strengthen your weapons with magical energy. Prerequisite: The ability to cast mysterious spells. Advantage: As a quick
action, you can fill your weapons with a fraction of your power. In 1 round your weapons will deal +1 damage and will be considered a spell in order to overcome the damage reduction. For every five wheel levels you own, this bonus increases by +1, up to +5 to 20. Armor Proficiency, Heavy (Combat) You are skilled at
wearing heavy armor. Prerequisites: Light Armor Expertise, Medium Armor Expertise. Advantage: See Armor Expertise, Light. Normal: See Armor Expertise, Light. Special: Warriors and Paladins automatically have heavy armorficiency as a bonus performance. He doesn't have to choose her. Armor Expertise, Light
(Combat) You are skilled at wearing light armor. Advantage: When you wear the type of armor you are prowess with, the armor control penalty for that armor applies only to skill checks based on dexterity and strength. Normal: A character who wears armor with which he is not prowess applies his armor control penalty to
attack roles and to all skill checks that involve movement. Special: All characters except monks, wizards and wizards automatically have knowledge of light armor as a bonus performance. He doesn't have to choose her. Armor Proficiency, Medium (Combat) You are skilled at wearing medium armor. Prerequisite: Light
armor expertise. Advantage: See Armor Expertise, Light. Normal: See Armor Expertise, Light. Special: Barbarians, clergy, druids, warriors, paladins and rangers automatically have medium weapons expertise as a bonus performance. He doesn't have to choose her. Athletic You have your own physical fitness.
Advantage: You get +2 to climb and swim skill checks. If you have 10 or more ranks in one of these skills, the bonus will increase to +4 for that skill. The expanding summons of your called creatures are stronger and more robust. Prerequisite: Spell Focus. Benefit: Each creature you conjure up with any spell will receive
a +4 upgrade bonus and constitution for the duration of the spell that triggered it. Bleeding critical (Fight, critical) your critical hits cause opponents to bleed profusely. Requirements: Critical focus, base attack bonus +11. Advantage: Whenever you score a critical hit with a seeded or penetrating weapon, your opponent
gains 2d6 points of damage by bleeding (see Conditions) each round on his turn, except for damage caused by a critical hit. Damage to bleeding can be stopped by checking the skills of DC 15 Heal or by any magical treatment. The effects of this stack performance. Special: You can apply the effects of one critical power
only to a given critical hit if you do not have critical mastery. Blind-Fight (Combat) You are skilled at attacking opponents that you cannot clearly perceive. Benefit: In close combat, every time you pass for concealment (see Combat), you can reroll the percentile role once to see if you actually intervene. The invisible
assailant has no advantages in hitting you in a fight. This means that you will not lose your dexterity bonus to the Armor class and the attacker will not receive the usual +2 bonus for being invisible. However, the bonuses of the invisible attacker still apply to remote attacks. You don't have to do acrobatics skills checks to
move at full speed when you're blinded. Normal: Regular attack role modifiers for invisible attackers trying to hit you, log in and lose the dexterity bonus on the AC. There is also a decrease in speed for darkness and poor visibility. Special: Blind-Fight performance is useless against a character who is the subject of a wink
spell. Blinding critical (combat, critical) your critical strikes blind your opponents. Prerequisites: Critical focus, base attack bonus +15. Advantage: Whenever you score a critical hit, your opponent is permanently blinded. A successful fortitude save reduces it to dazzle at 1d4 rounds. DC this fortitude save equals a 10+
base attack bonus. This performance has no effect on creatures that do not rely on eyes for sight or creatures with more than two eyes (although more critical hits can cause blindness, at GM's discretion). Blindness can be cured to heal, regenerate, eliminate blindness, or similar abilities. Special: You can apply the
effects of one critical power only to a given critical hit if you do not have critical mastery. Brew Potion (Making items) You can create magic potions. Prerequisite: Wheel level 3rd. Benefit: You can create a potion of any third level or lower spell that you know and that focuses on one or more objects. Objects. The potion
lasts 2 hours if its base price is 250 gp or less, otherwise cooking the potion takes 1 day for every 1000 gp in its base price. When you create a potion, you set the wheel level, which must be sufficient to cast the spell in question and not higher than your own level. To cook the potion, you need to consume raw materials
that cost half of this basic price. For more information, see the rules for creating magic items in magic items. When you create a potion, you make all the decisions you would normally make while magic. Whoever drinks the potion is the target of the spell. Catch Off-Guard (Combat) Enemies are surprised by their skilled
use of unorthodox and improvised weapons. Benefit: You will not suffer any penalties for using an improvised mesaral weapon. Unarmed adversaries are flat feet against attacks that you carry out with an improvised mesmed weapon. Normal: You take -4 penalty for offensive roles made with an improvised weapon.
Channel Smite (Combat) You can channel your divine energy through the melee weapon you control. Prerequisite: Function of the channel energy class. Advantage: Before you perform a close-up attack, you can choose to spend one of your channel's energy capabilities as a quick action. If you direct positive energy
and hit an undead creature, this creature will take on an amount of additional damage equal to the damage caused by your ability to positive channel energy. If you direct negative energy and hit a living creature, this creature will take on an amount of additional damage equal to the damage caused by your negative
energy capability channel. Your target can do the will to save, as usual, half of this additional damage. If your attack misses, the channel's power capability is still exhausted without effect. Cleave (Combat) You can strike two neighboring enemies with one swing. Requirements: Str 13, Power Attack, Base Attack Bonus
+1. Advantage: As a standard action, you can make a single attack on the full basic attack bonus against the enemy within reach. If you hit, you can deal damage normally and you can carry out another attack (using the full base attack bonus) against an enemy adjacent to the first and also within reach. With this
performance, you can only carry out one more attack per round. When you use this performance, you will have -2 penalty to the armor class until the next turn. Combat Casting You are adept at casting spelling when you are threatened or distracted. Benefit: You get a +4 bonus on concentration controls performed to
cast a spell or use a spell-like ability when casting defensively or when sparing. Combat Experience You can increase your defenses at the expense of your accuracy. Prerequisite: Int 13. Advantage: You can choose to take a penalty of -1 for offensive attack roles and combat maneuver controls to earn a +1 bonus for
armour. When your for the base attack reaches +4 and then each +4, the penalty is increased by -1 and dodge dodge increases by +1. You can only use this performance if you declare that you are carrying out an attack or a full-on attack with a measly weapon. The effects of this act last until your next turn. Combat
Reflexes (Combat) You can make additional attacks of opportunity. Advantage: You can make a number of other attack opportunities per round equal to your dexterity bonus. With this performance, you can also make attacks of opportunity while flat-footed. Normal: A character without this performance can only perform
one attack opportunity per round and can't make attacks opportunities while flat feet. Special: Combat Reflex does not allow a rogue to use its opportunistic abilities more than once per round. Command the Undead Using the hideous power of necromancy, you can command undead creatures, which is to your servants.
Requirements: Negative channel energy class function. Benefit: As a standard action, you can use one of your uses of a negative energy channel to enslave the undead to 30 feet. The undead will receive the Save the Negate effect. DC for this saves equals 10+1/2 your spiritual level+ your Charisma modifier. The
undead who fail to meet their rescues fall under your control and obey your commands to the best of their ability, as if under the effects of the control of the undead. The intelligent undead receive a new austerity order every day to resist your command. You can control any number of the undead if their total Hit Dice does
not exceed your spiritual level. If you use the energy of the canal in this way, it has no other effect (it does not cure or harm nearby creatures). If an undead creature is under the control of another creature, you must perform a charisma control counterplay whenever your orders collide. Craft Magic weapons and armor
(making items) You can create magical armor, shields and weapons. Prerequisite: Wheel 5. Advantage: You can create magical weapons, armor or shields. Strengthening a weapon, suit armor, or shield lasts 1 day for every 1000 gp included in the price of its magical features. To increase the weapon, suit armor, or
shield, you need to use up raw materials costing half of this total price. For more information, see the rules for creating magic items in magic items. The weapon, armor or shield to be improved must be the subject of the masterpiece you provide. Its price is not included in the above costs. You can also fix broken magic
weapons, armor, or shield if it's the one you could do. Doing so costs half the raw materials and half the time it would take to craft that item in the first place. Craft Rod (Making objects) You can create magic rods. Prerequisite: Caster level 9. Advantage: You can create magic rods. The crafting rod lasts 1 day for every
1000 gp at its base price. To craft a stick, you need to consume raw materials costing half of your base price. For more information, see the rules for creating magic items in magic items. workers (creation of items) of items) Can create magic sticks. Prerequisite: Caster level 11. Advantage: You can create all employees
whose requirements you meet. Crafting staff takes 1 day for every 1000 gp at its base price. To craft staff, you need to consume raw materials costing half of your base price. The newly created staff has 10 fees. For more information, see the rules for creating magic items in magic items. Craft wand (Making items) You
can make magic wands. Prerequisite: Wheel 5. Advantage: You can create a wand of any spell at level 4th-level or lower that you know. Crafting a wand takes 1 day for every 1000 gp at its base price. To make a wand, you need to consume raw materials that cost half of this basic price. The newly created wand has 50
fees. For more information, see the rules for creating magic items in magic items. Craft a wondrous object (Making an item) You can create wondrous items, a type of magical item. Prerequisite: Caster level 3rd. Benefit: You can create a wide range of magical wondrous objects. Crafting a wondrous subject lasts 1 day for
every 1000 gp at its price. To create a wondrous item, you need to consume raw materials that cost half the base price. For more information, see the rules for creating magic items in magic items. You can also fix broken wondrous items if this is the one you could do. Doing so costs half the raw materials and half the
time it would take to craft that item. Critical Focus (Fight) You are trained in the art of causing pain. Prerequisites: Base Attack Bonus +9. Advantage: For attack roles, you will receive a +4 circumstances bonus that confirms critical hits. Critical Mastery (Combat) Your critical hits cause two additional effects. Prerequisites:
Critical focus, any two critical feats, fighter on 14. Advantage: When you score a critical hit, you can use the effects of two critical performances in addition to the damage caused. Normal: In addition to the damage caused, you can apply the effects of one critical power only to a given critical hit. Dazzling display (Fight)
Your skills with your favorite weapon can scare off enemies. Prerequisite: Weapon targeting, knowledge of the selected weapon. Advantage: While wielding a weapon in which you have a Weapon Focus, you can perform a confusing show of prowess as a full-round action. Perform intimidation control to demorize all
enemies up to 30 feet who can see your display. Deadly Aim (Combat) You can perform extremely deadly attacks remotely by identifying an enemy's weak spot at the expense of making an attack less likely. Prerequisites: Dex 13, base attack bonus +1. Advantage: You can choose whether you want a -1 penalty on all
attack roles at a distance to get a +2 bonus on all damage roles in the range. When the base attack bonus reaches +4 and every +4, the penalty will increase by -1 and the damage bonus will be increased by +2. You must decide to use this exercise before performing an attack roll and its effects last until the next next
Bonus damage does not apply to touch attacks or effects that do not cause hit point damage. Deadly Stroke (Combat) With a well-placed strike, you can bring a quick and painful end to most enemies. Prerequisites: Dazzling display, greater weapon focus, shatter defense, weapon focus, expertise with selected weapon,
base attack bonus +11. Advantage: As a standard action, make a single attack with a weapon for which you have a greater weapon focus against a stunned or flat opponent. If you get hit, you will do twice the normal damage and the target will take 1 point of bleeding into the constitution (see Conditions). Additional
damage and bleeding is not multiplied by critical intervention. Deafening critical (combat, critical) your critical hits cause enemies to lose their hearing. Prerequisites: Critical focus, base attack bonus +13. Advantage: Whenever you score a critical hit against an opponent, the victim is permanently deafened. Successful
fortitude save reduces deafness to 1 round. DC this fortitude save equals a 10+ basic attack bonus. This performance has no effect on deaf creatures. This deafness can be cured by healing, regeneration, removal of deafness, or similar abilities. Special: You can apply the effects of one critical power only to a given
critical hit if you do not have critical mastery. Deceptive You are skilled at deceiving others, both with spoken words and with physical disguises. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on all Bluff and Disguise skill checks. If you have 10 or more ranks in one of these skills, the bonus will increase to +4 for that skill. Combat You
excel at defending against all kinds of combat maneuvers. Advantage: With the overall hit, you consider your total bonus to be a base attack when calculating combat maneuver defenses (see Fight). Divert arrows (Fight) You can knock arrows and other projectiles off course, preventing them from hitting you.
Prerequisites: Dex 13, Enhanced Unarmed Strike. Advantage: You must have at least one free hand (holding nothing) to use this performance. Once per round, if you would normally be hit by a long-distance attack from a weapon, you can divert it to avoid any damage. You need to be aware of the attack and not flat feet.
Attempting to avert a remote attack does not count as an action. Unusually massive remote weapons (such as boulders or ballistic bolts) and remote attacks generated by natural attacks or spell effects cannot be deviate. Dexterous hands You have exceptional manual dexterity. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on disable
devices and hand skill control tricks. If you have 10 or more ranks in one of these skills, the bonus will increase to +4 for that skill. Stubborn It's especially hard to kill you. Not only do your wounds automatically stabilize when they are badly injured, but you can stay conscious and continue to act on the door of death.
Premise: Perseverance. If your total HIT is less than 0 but you're not dead, you'll automatically stabilize. You don't have to do an institute to check each round to avoid losing additional HP. You can choose to act as if you are disabled rather than dying. You must make this decision once it is reduced to negative hit points
(although it is not your turn). If you do not choose to act as if you were disabled, you will immediately fall unconscious. When you use this exercise, you are in shock. You can take steps to move without further injury, but if you take any standard action (or any other action deemed strenuous, including some quick actions,
such as capturing an accelerated spell), you'll get 1 damage point when the action is complete. If your negative stamina points are the same or greater than your Constitution score, you will die instantly. Normal: A figure without this performance, which is reduced to negative stamina points, is unconscious and dying.
Disruptive (Combat) Your training makes it difficult for enemy spelling removers to safely spell in your area. Prerequisites: fighter aircraft 6. Advantage: DC cast spells defensively increases by +4 for all enemies that are in your vulnerable area. This increase in casting spells defensively applies only if you are aware of the
location of the enemy and are able to take attack opportunities. If you can only take advantage of one opportunity attack per round and have already used this attack, this increase does not apply. Dodge (Combat) Your training and reflexes allow you to react quickly to prevent attacks by opponents. Premise: Dex 13.
Advantage: You get +1 dodge bonus to ac. A condition that causes you to lose the Dex bonus on AC will also cause you to lose the benefits of this performance. Premise: Dex 15, Fight with two weapons. Benefit: Add your bonus to damage reels made with off-hand weapons. Normal: You usually only add half of the
force modifier to damage the reels with the weapon controlled in your off-hand. Elementary channel Choose one elementary subtype, such as air, earth, fire, or water. You can direct your divine energy to hurt or heal strangers who have your chosen elementary subtype. Requirements: Channel energy class function.
Benefit: Instead of your normal effect, you can choose whether you have the ability to channel energy or harm aliens of the chosen elementary subtype. You need to make this choice every time you channel energy. If you decide to treat or harm creatures of your elementary subtype, your energy channel has no effect on
other creatures. Otherwise, the amount of damage that has been healing or caused and dc half of the damage is unchanged. Special: You can get this performance multiple times. Its effects are not stacked. Each time you have this performance, it applies to a new elementary subtype. Strengthen the charm You can
increase the power of your spells, causing them to cause more damage. Benefit: All variable, numerical effects of the mandated spell are increased by half, including bonuses to those dice. Saving throws and anti-walk-out roles are not affected, nor are spells without random variables. The empowered spell uses a magic
slot two levels higher than the spell's actual level. Endurance Harsh conditions or long exertions will not easily tire you. Advantage: You get a +4 bonus on the following checks and saves: Swim checks made to withstand nonlethal damage from exhaustion; Constitutional checks to continue operations; The Constitution
checks to prevent non-lethal damage from forced march; The Constitution of Control to hold your breath; Constitution checks to prevent non-lethal damage from starvation or thirst; Fortitude saves to prevent non-lethal damage from hot or cold environments; and Fortitude saves to withstand suffocation damage. You can
sleep in light or medium armor without getting tired. Normal: A figure without this power, sleeping in medium or heavier armor, is tired the next day. Magnify the magic (Metamagic) You can increase the range of your spells. Advantage: You can change the spell with a range close to, medium or long to increase its range
by 100%. The extended charm with a close range now has a range of 50ft. + 5 ft./ level, while mid-range spells have a range of 200 ft. + 20 ft./ level and long-range spells have a range of 800 ft. + 80 ft./ level. The magnified spell uses a magic slot one level higher than the spell's actual level. Spells whose ranges are not
defined by distance, as well as spells whose ranges are not close, medium or long, do not benefit from this performance. Advantage: You can send down any charm with a material component costing 1 gp or less without the need for this component. Casting spells still provokes attacks of opportunity as normal. If the spell
requires a material component that costs more than 1 gp, you need to have a material component at hand to cast the spell as normal. Exhausting critical (combat, critical) your critical hits cause your opponents to run out. Prerequisites: Critical focus, Tedious critical, base attack bonus +15. Advantage: When you fire a
critical hit at an enemy, your target immediately runs out. This performance has no effect on exhausted creatures. Special: You can apply the effects of one critical power only to a given critical hit if you do not have critical master power. Exotic Weapons (Combat) Choose one type of exotic weapon, such as pointed chain
or whip. You understand how to use this type of exotic weapon in combat, and can use any special tricks or features that an exotic weapon can enable. Prerequisite: Base Attack Bonus +1. Advantage: You make roles with the weapon normally. Normal: A character who uses a weapon with which he is not prowess takes
-4 penalty for offensive roles. Special: You can get exotic skills multiple times. Every time you take the feat, this applies to a new type of exotic weapon. Extend Spell (Metamagic) You can make your spells last twice as long. Benefit: The extended spell lasts twice as long as usual. A spell with duration of concentration,
instantaneous, or permanent is not affected by this performance. Extended spell uses up the magic slot one level higher than the spell's actual level. You can channel divine energy more often. Prerequisite: Function of the channel energy class. Advantage: You can channel energy twice more a day. Special: If the
paladin with the ability to channel positive energy takes this performance, she can use to lay on her hands four times a day, but only a channel of positive energy. You can use the ki pool more times a day than most. Prerequisite: Ki pool class function. Benefit: Your ki pool increases by 2. Special: You can get Extra Ki
multiple times. Its effects stack. Extra Lay On Hands You can use your lay on your hands skills more often. Prerequisite: Place the class functions on your hand. Benefit: You can use your lying on your hands skills even twice a day. Special: You can get Extra Lay On Hands multiple times. Its effects stack. Your lay on
your hand ability adds more mercy. Requirements: Put on your hands the functions of the class, mercy class function. Advantage: Choose one additional grace for which you are entitled. When you use lay on your hands to heal the damage to one goal, but also receive other effects of this mercy. Special: You can get this
performance multiple times. Its effects are not stacked. Every time you take this feat, choose a new mercy. You can use your bardic performance skills more often than usual. Prerequisite: Bardic performance class function. Advantage: Bardic performance can be used for 6 additional rounds per day. Special: You can get
extra power multiple times. Its effects stack. You can use your anger power more than usual. Prerequisite: Rage class function. Benefit: You can rage for another 6 laps a day. Special: You can get Extra Rage multiple times. Its effects stack. Far Shot (Combat) You are more accurate over longer distances. Prerequisites:
Point-Blank Shot. Advantage: When using a weapon remotely, you will only suffer -1 penalty for the full range increase between you and your target. Normal: You will take -2 penalty to the full extent of the increment between you and your target. Fleet You're faster than most. Advantage: When you wear light or no
armour, your base speed increases by 5 feet. You will lose the benefits of this performance if you carry a medium or heavy load. Special: You can take this performance multiple times. Stack effects. Forge Ring (Making Items) You can create magic rings. Prerequisite: Caster level 7. You can create magic rings. Making a
ring takes 1 day for every 1000 gp at its base price. To make a ring, you need to consume raw materials that cost half the basic price. For more information, see the rules for creating magic items in magic items. You can also fix a broken ring if it's the one you could do. It costs half the raw materials and half the time it
would take to make the ring in the first place. Gorgon's Fist (Fight) With one well-placed punch, you let your target rewind. Prerequisites: Improved unarmed strike, Scorpion style, base attack bonus +6. Advantage: As a standard action, perform one unarmed melee attack against an enemy whose speed is reduced (for
example, from scorpion style). If the attack strikes, you deal damage normally and the target is spread out until the end of the next turn, unless it makes a fortitude saving throw (DC 10 + 1/2 character level + Wis modifier). This performance has no effect on the goals that are exploded. Great Cleave (Combat) You can
strike many neighboring enemies with one shot. Requirements: Str 13, Cleave, Power Attack, Base Attack Bonus +4. Advantage: As a standard action, you can make a single attack on the full basic attack bonus against the enemy within reach. If you hit, you can normally deal damage and you can carry out another
attack (using the full base attack bonus) against an enemy adjacent to the previous enemy and also within reach. If you hit, you can continue to attack enemies adjacent to the previous enemy if they are within reach. During this attack, you cannot attack an individual enemy more than once. When you use this
performance, you will have -2 penalty to the armor class until the next turn. Great bravery You are resistant to poisons, diseases and other ailing diseases. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on all fortitude savings suited. Greater Bull Rush (Combat) Your bullish rush attacks take your enemies off balance. Requirements:
Improved bull rush, power attack, base attack bonus +6, Str 13. Advantage: You will receive a +2 bonus on cheques made on the bull rush enemy. This bonus consists of a bonus awarded by an improved bull rush. Whenever a bull rushes an opponent, his movement provokes attacks of opportunity from all your allies
(but not you). Normal: Creatures moved by a bullish rush do not insiate attacks of opportunity. Greater Disarm (Fight) You can knock weapons away from the enemy's grip. Prerequisites: Combat Experience, Enhanced Disarmament, Base Attack Bonus +6, Int 13. Advantage: You will receive a +2 bonus when checking
for disarming the enemy. This bonus consists of a bonus awarded by enhanced disarmament. Whenever you successfully disarm an opponent, the weapon lands 15 feet from your previous wielder, in a random direction. Normal: Disarmed weapons and equipment land at the feet of the disarmed creature. Greater Fet
(Combat) You are skilled at overreacting to enemies to your attacks. Attacks. Combat experience, improved trick, base attack bonus +6, Int 13. Benefit: Whenever you use a trick to cause an opponent to lose their dexterity bonus, they will lose that bonus until the start of your next turn, except to lose the dexterity bonus
against the next attack. Normal: A creature that tricks loses its dexterity bonus against another attack. Greater grapple (Fight) Keeping the grab is second nature to you. Prerequisites: Improved grab, enhanced unarmed strike, base attack bonus +6, Dex 13. Advantage: You will receive a +2 bonus on cheques made to
fight the enemy. This bonus consists of a bonus awarded by an improved grab. Once you are faced with the creature, maintaining the grab is the thrust of the action. This performance allows you to perform two grab checks in each round (to move, damage or pin an opponent), but you don't have to perform two checks.
All you have to do is succeed on one of these controls to keep the grab. Normal: Maintaining a grab is a standard action. Prerequisites: Enhanced Moves, Power Attack, Base Attack Bonus +6, Str 13. Advantage: You will receive a +2 bonus for checks carried out to cross the enemy. This bonus consists of a bonus
awarded by an improved overrun. Whenever you overwhelm your opponents, they trigger attacks of opportunity if they are pierced by your overrun. Normal: Creatures that are prone to crossing you do not create attack opportunities. Greater penetrating strike (Combat) Your attacks penetrate the defenses of most
enemies. Prerequisites: Penetrating strike, Focus on weapons, fighter 16. Advantage: Your attacks with weapons selected using weapon focus ignore up to 10 damage reduction points. This amount is reduced to 5 points to reduce damage without type (for example, DR 10/—). Greater shield focus (combat) You are
skilled at diverting strikes with your shield. Requirements: Shield Focus, Shield Proficiency, Base Attack Bonus +1, Fighter on 8. Advantage: Increase the AC bonus awarded by any shield you use by 1. This bonus consists of a bonus awarded by shield focus. Greater Spell Focus Choose a magic school to which you
have already used Spell Focus feat. Any spells they cast from this school are very hard to resist. Prerequisite: Spell Focus. Benefit: Add +1 to the difficulty class for all saving throws against spells from the magic school you choose. This bonus consists of a bonus from Spell Focus. Special: You can get this performance
multiple times. Its effects are not stacked. Every time you have performance, this applies to a new school to which you have already used Spell Focus feat. Greater spell penetration your spells break the resistance spell much more easily than most. Premise: Penetration of magic. Advantage: You get a +2 wheel level
control bonus (1d20+ wheel level) to overcome the magic of creation This bonus is added up with one of the penetration spells. Bigger Sunder (Fight) your devastating punches to slot through weapons and armor and into their wielders, damaging both items and wielder alike in one amazing strike. Prerequisites: Improved
Sunder, Power Attack, Base Attack Bonus +6, Str 13. Advantage: You will receive a +2 bonus on cheques made to spread the item. This bonus consists of a bonus awarded by an improved Sunder. Whenever you chop yourself up to destroy a weapon, shield or armour, any excessive damage is applied to wielder items.
If you choose to keep an item with 1 hit point, there will be no damage. Bigger Trip (Fight) You can carry out free attacks on enemies that you knock down. Prerequisites: Combat Experience, Improved Journey, Base Attack Bonus +6, Int 13. Advantage: You will receive a +2 bonus when checking to bury the enemy. This
bonus consists of a bonus awarded by an improved trip. Whenever you successfully stumble over an opponent, that opponent provokes attacks of opportunity. Normal: Creatures don't create attacks of opportunity from being buried. Larger Two-Weapon Fighting (Combat) You are incredibly skilled at fighting two weapons
at once. Prerequisites: Dex 19, Improved Two-Weapon Combat, Two-Weapon Battle, +11 Base Attack Bonus. Advantage: You get a third attack with an off-hand weapon, albeit on a -10 penalty. Greater Vital Strike (Combat) You can perform a single attack that deals incredible damage. Prerequisites: Improved vital
strike, Vital Strike, base attack bonus +16. Advantage: When you use an attack action, you can make one attack on your highest base attack bonus, dealing additional damage. Roll the damage cubes four times and add results together before adding bonuses from power, weapons abilities (such as burning), accuracy-
based damage, and other damage bonuses. These extra weapon damage cubes are not multiplied by critical hit, but are added to the total number. Greater focus on weapons (combat) Choose one type of weapon (including unarmed strike or grab) for which you have already selected aiming points. You're a master at
your chosen weapon. Prerequisites: Expertise with selected weapon, Weapon targeting with selected weapon, base attack bonus +1, fighter 8. Advantage: You get a +1 bonus on attack roles that you perform using the selected weapon. This bonus consists of additional bonuses on attack roles, including those from
Weapon Focus. Special: You can get more focus on your weapons multiple times. Its effects are not stacked. Every time you have power, this applies to a new type of weapon. Greater Weapon Specialization (Combat) Choose one type of weapon (including unarmed strike or grab) for which you own a specialty of
weapons. Your attacks with your chosen weapon are more destructive than usual. Prerequisites: Expertise with selected weapon, greater focus of weapons with selected Focus on the weapon with the weapon selected, specialization of weapons with the selected weapon, fighter 12. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on all
damage roles you perform with the selected weapon. This damage chimney bonus with additional damage role bonuses, including all you get from your weapon specialization. Special: You can get more specialization of weapons multiple times. Its effects are not stacked. Every time you have power, this applies to a new
type of weapon. Increase spell (Metamagic) You can cast spells as if they were higher level. Benefit: The elevated spell has a higher level of magic than normal (up to the maximum level of tier 9). Unlike other metamagic performances, Increase Spell actually increases the effective level of magic that it modifies. All spell-
level effects (such as saving throw DC and being able to penetrate a smaller ball of invulnerability) are calculated according to the elevated level. Elevated magic is as difficult to prepare and send as the magic of its effective level. Better Bull Rush (Combat) You are skilled at pushing your enemies around. Prerequisite:
Str 13, Power Attack, base attack bonus +1. Advantage: When performing a bullfighting maneuver, you will not cause an attack of opportunity. In addition, you will receive a +2 bonus on cheques made to the bull's rush enemy. You can also get a +2 bonus to fight maneuver defenses whenever an opponent tries to bullish
you. Normal: You can invoke attack opportunities while performing a bullish rush combat maneuver. Improved channel Your directed energy is harder to resist. Prerequisite: Function of the channel energy class. Advantage: Add 2 to DC savings throws to resist the effects of your channel's energy capabilities. Better
Counterspell You are skilled at fighting the spells of others using similar spells. Advantage: When counter-tapping, you can use the spell of the same school, which is one or more levels of magic higher than the target spell. Normal: Without this performance, you can face a spell with only the same spell, or with a spell
specially marked as fighting the target spell. Improved critical (combat) attacks carried out by the selected weapon are quite deadly. Prerequisite: Prowess with weapon, bonus for basic attack +8. Advantage: When using the selected weapon, the threat range is doubled. Special: You can get better critical multiple times.
Effects don't add up. Every time you have power, this applies to a new type of weapon. This effect is not a magazine with any other effect that expands the range of weapons threats. Improved Disarm (Fight) You are skilled at knocking weapons out of the enemy's grip. Prerequisite: Int 13, Combat Experience.
Advantage: When performing a disarmament combat maneuver, you will not cause an attack of opportunity. In addition, you will receive a +2 bonus on cheques made for disarming the enemy. You will also receive a +2 bonus to defend the combat manoeuvre whenever they'll try to disarm you. Normal: When performing
a disarming combat maneuver, you will launch an opportunity attack. Better Familiar This performance allows you to get a strong acquaintance, but only when you could normally get new acquaintances. Prerequisites: Ability to get new familiar, compatible alignment, high enough level (see below). Benefit: When
choosing a friend, the following creatures are also available to you. You can choose a acquaintance with alignment up to one step from each alignment alignment (legal through chaotic, good through evil). FamiliarAlignmentArcane Spellcaster Level Heavenly Hawk1Netral Goodness3rd Dire ratNeutral3rd Diabolical
Viper2Neutral Evil3rd Elemental, Small (any type)Neutral5th StirgeNeutral5th Homunculus3Any7th ImpLawful evil7th Mephit (any type)Neutral7th PseudodragonNeutral good7th QuasitChaotic evil7th 1 Or another heavenly animal from the standard known list. 2 Or another evil animal from the standard known list. 3 The
master must first make a homunculus. Better acquaintances otherwise use the rules for regular acquaintances, with two exceptions: if the type of creature is anything other than an animal, its type does not change; and better familiarity will not acquire the ability to talk to other creatures of its kind (although many of them
already have the ability to communicate). Improved Trick (Fight) You are skilled at deceiving your opponents in combat. Prerequisites: Int 13, Combat Experience. Benefit: You can make a check for a bluff to pretend to fight as a move. Normal: Pretending to fight is standard action. Improved Grab (Fight) You are skilled in
fighting opponents. Premise: Dex 13, enhanced unarmed strike. Advantage: When performing a combat maneuver, a duel does not cause an attack of opportunity. In addition, you will receive a +2 bonus on cheques made to fight the enemy. You will also receive a +2 bonus to defend the combat maneuver whenever
your opponent tries to fight you. Normal: When performing a combat maneuver, you provoke an attack of opportunity. Improved great bravery You can draw from the internal reserve to withstand diseases, poisons and other heavy damage. Prerequisites: Great bravery. Benefit: Once a day, you can reroll Fortitude to
save. You must decide to use this ability before the results are revealed. You have to take the second role, even if it's worse. Enhanced Combat Initiative allows you to respond quickly to hazards with your quick reflexes. Advantage: You get a +4 bonus on initiative checks. Improved iron will Your clarity of thought allows
you to withstand mental attacks. Prerequisites: Iron Will. Advantage: Once a day, you can reroll will save. You must decide to use this ability before the results are revealed. You have to take the second role, even if it's worse. Enhanced Lightning Reflexes You have a knack for avoiding danger all around you.
Requirements: Reflexes. Advantage: Once a day you can roll over the reflex savings. You must decide to use this ability before the results are revealed. You have to take the second role, even if it's worse. Improved Defection (Fight) You are skilled at running down your enemies. Prerequisite: Str 13, Power Attack, base
attack bonus +1. Advantage: When performing a combat maneuver defection, you do not provoke an attack of opportunity. In addition, you will receive a +2 bonus on cheques made to cross the enemy. You will also receive a +2 bonus to defend the combat maneuver whenever your opponent tries to overwhelm you. The
targets of your crossing attempt may not be avoided. Normal: When you perform a combat maneuver overrun, you invoke an opportunity attack. Enhanced Accurate Missile (Combat) Your remote attacks ignore anything but complete concealment and cover. Prerequisites: Dex 19, Point-Blank Shot, Precise Shot, Base
Attack Bonus +11. Advantage: Your remote attacks ignore the AC bonus awarded to targets with nothing less than total coverage and the chance of meeting what gives targets something less than total concealment. Total coverage and overall concealment provide their common advantages against remote attacks.
Normal: Check out the common rules about the effects of cover-ups and concealment in combat. Enhanced Bash Shield (Combat) You can protect yourself with your shield even if you use it to attack. Prerequisite: Shield Expertise. Advantage: When you perform shield bash, you can still use shield shield bonus on AC.



Normal: Without this performance, the character that performs the shield bash loses the shield shield bonus on the AC until its next turn (see device). Improved Sunder (Fight) You are skilled at damaging weapons and armoring your enemies. Prerequisite: Str 13, Power Attack, base attack bonus +1. Advantage: When
performing a combat maneuver, you do not provoke an attack of opportunity. In addition, you will receive a +2 bonus on cheques made in order to break down the item. You will also receive a +2 bonus to defend the combat maneuver whenever an opponent tries to chop up your equipment. Normal: When performing a
combat maneuver, the sunder provokes an attack of opportunity. Improved Trip (Fight) You are skilled at sending your opponents to the ground. Prerequisite: Int 13, Combat Experience. Advantage: When performing a combat maneuver on a trip, you do not provoke an attack of opportunity. In addition, you will receive a
+2 bonus on cheques made to bury the enemy. You will also receive a +2 bonus to defend your combat maneuver whenever your opponent tries to trip you over. Normal: When performing a combat maneuver on a trip, you provoke an attack of opportunity. Improved two-weapon combat (Fight) You are skilled at fighting
two weapons. Prerequisites: Dex 17, Fight with two weapons, bonus for basic attack +6. Advantage: In addition to the standard single extra attack you get with an off-hand weapon, you get a second attack with it, albeit at -5 Normal: Without this performance you can only get one more attack with an off-hand weapon.
Improved unarmed strike (combat) You are skilled in combat while unarmed. Advantage: You are considered armed even if you are unarmed – you do not cause attacks of opportunity when you attack enemies when you are unarmed. Your unarmed strikes can cause fatal or non-lethal damage, of your choice. Normal:
Without this performance, you are considered unarmed in an unarmed attack, and with such an attack you can only cause non-lethal damage. Improved vital strike (combat) You can perform a single attack that deals a large amount of damage. Prerequisites: Vital Strike, bonus for basic attack +11. Advantage: When you
use an attack action, you can make one attack on your highest base attack bonus, dealing additional damage. Turn the damage cubes three times and add results before adding bonuses from the force, special abilities of the weapon (such as blazing), damage based on accuracy and other damage bonuses. These extra
weapon damage cubes are not multiplied by critical hit, but are added to the total number. Improvised Weapon Mastery (Combat) You can turn almost any object into a deadly weapon, from a razor-sharp chair leg to a bag of flour. Prerequisites: Catch Off-Guard or Throw Anything, bonus for basic attack +8. Advantage:
You will not suffer any penalties for using an improvised weapon. Increase the amount of damage caused by an improvised weapon by one step (for example, 1d4 changes to 1d6) to a maximum of 1d8 (2d6 if the improvised weapon is two-hand). The improvised weapon has a critical threat range of 19-20, with a critical
multiplier ×2. Intimidating prowess (Fighting) Your physical power is intimidating to others. Benefit: Add a force modifier that intimidates skill checks in addition to the Charisma modifier. Iron Will You are more resistant to mental effects. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on all will savings fits. LeadershipTable: Leadership
Leadership ScoreCohort LevelNumber of Followers by Level1st2nd3nd4th6th 1 or lower——————— 21st—————— 32nd—————— 43rd—————— 53rd—————— 64th—————— 75th———————————— 53rd 75th—————— 85—————— 96—————— 107th ————— 117th6
————— 128th8————— 139th101———— 1410th151———— 1510th20 21——— 1611th2521——— 1712th30311—— 1812th35311—— 1913th404211— 2014th505321— 2115th606 3211 2215th774221 2316th9095321 2417th1116321 25 or higher17th135137422 You attract followers of your belongings and
companion who will join you on your adventure. Prerequisite: Character level 7. Pros: This performance allows you to attract a loyal cohort and a number of dedicated subordinates to help you. The cohort is generally an NPC with a class level, while followers are usually lower level See Table: Guidance for what level of
cohort and how many followers you can get. Leadership modifiers: Several factors can affect the leadership score, which causes it to differ from the base score (character level + Cha modifier). Your reputation (in terms of cohort or follower you are trying to attract) increases or decreases your leadership score: Reputation
leader Great notoriety + 2 Justice and generosity + 1 Special Force + 1 Failure - 1 Reserve -1 Cruelty -2 Other modifiers may apply when you try to attract a cohort as below. Leader... Modifier Has a known, special horse, or animal companion —2 Recruits a cohort of other alignments —1 Caused cohort death–2*
Cumulative to killed cohort. Followers have different priorities than cohorts. Use the following modifiers when trying to attract a follower. Leader... The modifier has strength, base operations, guildhouse, etc.+2 Movements around much-1 Caused the death of other followers-1 Keeping Score: Your base leadership score
equals your level plus your charisma modifier. In order to take into account the negative charisma modifiers, this table allows for a very low score of leadership, but you need to still be at the seventh or higher level to get a performance lead. External factors can affect your leadership score, as mentioned above. Cohort
Level: You can attract cohorts up to that level. Regardless of your leadership score, you can only accept a cohort that is two or more levels lower than you. The cohort should be equipped with a device suitable for its level (see Creating an NPC). The cohort can be of any race or class. The cohort's alignment may not be
unlike your alignment of either law/chaos or good/bad wasps, and you'll get -1 penalty on your leadership score if you recruit a cohort alignment different from your own. A cohort does not count as a party member when determining a party's experience. Instead, separate the cohort level by your level. Multiply this result
by the total amount of experience you've been awarded, and then add that number of Experience Points to the total of the cohort. If a cohort gains enough experience to reach a level below your level, the cohort won't get a new level — its new total experience is 1 less than the amount needed to reach the next level.
Number of followers by level: You can lead up to the specified number of characters of each level. Followers are similar to cohorts, except that they are generally low-level NPC. Since they are usually 5 or more levels behind you, they are rarely effective in combat. Followers don't earn experience, so don't get levels.
When you get a new level, consult the table: Leadership to see if you get more followers, some of whom may be taller than existing followers. However, do not consult the table to see if your cohort is gaining levels because cohorts earn Themselves. Lightning Reflexes You have faster reflexes than usual. Advantage: You
get a +2 bonus on all reflective savings suited. Lightning Stance (Combat) The speed at which you move makes it almost impossible for opponents to hit you. Prerequisites: Dex 17, Dodge, Wind Stance, base attack bonus +11. Advantage: If you take two actions to move or download the action in order, you will get a
50% concealment for 1 round. Lunge (Combat) You can strike enemies who would normally be out of range. Prerequisites: Base Attack Bonus +6. Benefit: You can increase the range of your close range attacks by 5 feet to the end of your turn by -2 penalty on the AC until the next turn. You must decide to use this
capability before attacks are carried out. Magical Aptitude You are skilled in spellcasting and using magical items. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on all Spellcraft controls and use magic device control. If you have 10 or more ranks in one of these skills, the bonus will increase to +4 for that skill. Manyshot (Combat) You
can shoot multiple arrows at one target. Prerequisites: Dex 17, Point-Blank Shot, Rapid Shot, Base Attack Bonus +6. Advantage: In a full attack with a bow, your first attack fires two arrows. If the attack strikes, both arrows will strike. For this attack, use precision-based damage (such as an attack on a sneaky one) and
critical damage only once. Damage bonuses from using a composite bow with a high power bonus apply to each arrow, as well as other damage bonuses such as the ranger's favorite enemy bonus. Damage reduction and resistance apply to each arrow separately. Combat Weapons Knowledge (Combat) Choose the
type of combat weapon. You understand how to use this type of combat weapon in combat. Advantage: The attack is usually carried out with the selected weapon (without unsapt penalties). Normal: When using a weapon with which you are not prowess, you will have -4 penalties for offensive roles. Special: Barbarians,
warriors, paladins and rangers are adept at all fighting weapons. They don't have to choose this performance. You can get combat weapons expertise multiple times. Every time you have power, this applies to a new type of weapon. Master Craftsman Your excellent craftsmanship allows you to create simple magical
objects. Prerequisites: 5 rows in any craft or profession skills. Benefit: Choose one craft or profession skill in which you have at least 5 rows. You will receive a +2 bonus on your chosen craft or profession skills. Ranks in the chosen skill count as your wheel level for the purpose of qualifying for craft magic weapons and
armor and crafts protruding item performances. You can create magical items using these feats, replacing your ranks in the chosen skills for your overall wheel level. To create an item, you must use the selected skill to check. DC create an item still increases for all the necessary charm requirements (see spell creation in
magic items). This performance cannot be used to create any trigger items or trigger spelling. Normal: Only spellcasters can qualify for craft magic weapons and armor and craft protruding item performances. Maximize magic (Metamagic) Your spells have the maximum possible effect. Advantage: All variables, numeric
effects of spells adjusted by this performance are maximized. Saving throws and anti-walk-out roles are not affected, nor are spells without random variables. Maximized charm consumes the magic of a slot of three levels higher than the spell's actual level. The empowered, maximized charm gets separate advantages of
each performance: the maximum result plus half of the normally rolled result. Medusa's Wrath (Combat) You can take advantage of your opponent's confusion and deliver a few punches. Prerequisites: Improved unarmed strike, Gorgon fist, Scorpion style, +11 base attack bonus. Advantage: Whenever you use a full
attack action and perform at least one unarmed strike, you can perform two more unarmed strikes on the highest base attack bonus. These bonus attacks must be carried out against a stunned, flat foot, paralyzed, decomposed, stunned or unconscious enemy. Mobility (Fighting) You can easily move through dangerous
melee. Prerequisites: Dex 13, Dodge. Advantage: You get a +4 dodge bonus to the Armor class against attack opportunities caused when you move from or within an affected area. A condition that makes you lose the dexterity of the armor class bonus (if any) also makes you lose dodge bonuses. Dodge stack bonuses
with you, unlike most types of bonuses. Driving Archery (Combat) You are skilled in doing remote attacks while mounted. Prerequisites: Ride 1 Rank, Driving Fight. Benefit: The penalty for using a remote weapon during assembly is half: -2 instead of -4 if your holder accepts double movement, and -4 instead of -8 if your
holder is running. Cavalry Combat You are adept at guiding your horse in combat. Prerequisite: Ride 1 order. Advantage: Once per lap, when your holder is hit in combat, you can try to control the ride (as an immediate action) to negate the hit. The hit is negated if the driving control result is greater than the opponent's
attack roll. Natural charm You can cast spells, albeit in a form that can not normally cast spells. Requirements: Wis 13, wild shape class function. Benefit: You can complete the verbal and somatic components of magic when using a wild shape. You replace various sounds and gestures with normal verbal and somatic
components of magic. You can also use any material components or focus that you own, even if these items are merging within the current form. This performance does not allow the use of magical objects when you are in a form that would not normally use them, and you do not get the ability to speak when using a wild
shape. Nimble movements You can move one obstacle with s Prerequisites: Dex 13. Advantage: Whenever you move, you can move over 5 feet of difficult terrain each lap as if it were normal terrain. This performance allows you to take a 5-foot step into difficult terrain. Penetrating strike Your attacks are able to penetrate
the defenses of some creatures. Prerequisites: Weapon targeting, base attack bonus +1, fighter 12. Advantage: Your attacks with weapons selected with weapon focus ignore up to 5 damage reduction points. This performance does not apply to reducing type-free damage (e.g. DR 10/—). Persuasive you are skilled at
swivel attitudes and intimidate others into your way of thinking. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus to control diplomacy and intimidation skills. If you have 10 or more ranks in one of these skills, the bonus will increase to +4 for that skill. Focus on targeting (fighting) You can target weak spots in your opponent's armor.
Prerequisites: Dex 19, Improved Precision Shot, Point-Blank Shot, Precise Shot, Base Attack Bonus +16. Advantage: As a standard action, perform one remote attack. The target does not receive any bonuses for armour, natural armour or shield for the armor class. You will not benefit from this performance if you move
this bike. Point-Blank Shot (Combat) You are particularly accurate in remote missile attacks against nearby targets. Advantage: You get a +1 bonus to attack and damage re roles with long-range weapons at a distance of up to 30 feet. Power Attack (Combat) You can perform extremely deadly melee attacks by sacrificing
accuracy for strength. Prerequisites: Str 13, base attack bonus +1. Advantage: You can choose a -1 penalty on all attack roles and combat maneuver controls to earn a +2 bonus on all close-range damage roles. This damage bonus is increased by half (+50%) If you are carrying out an attack with a two-handed weapon,
a one-handed weapon using two hands, or a primary natural weapon that adds 1-1/2 times its force modifier to damage rolls. This damage bonus will be halved (-50%) If you are carrying out an attack with an off-hand weapon or a secondary natural weapon. When the base attack bonus reaches +4 and then every 4
points, the penalty increases by -1 and the damage bonus increases by +2. You must decide to use this performance before performing an attack roll, and its effects last until the next turn. Bonus damage does not apply to touch attacks or effects that do not cause hit point damage. Precise Shot (Combat) You are adept
at firing long-distance attacks into a brawl. Prerequisite: Point-Blank Shot. Advantage: You can shoot or throw long-range weapons at an opponent involved in a fight without taking the standard -4 penalty on an attacking throw. Quick Draw (Combat) You can draw weapons faster than most. Prerequisite: Base Attack
Bonus +1. Advantage: You can draw a weapon as a free action instead of a move. You can draw a hidden (see Hand trick) as a move of action. The character who chose this performance can throw weapons at the full normal pace of attacks (similar to a character with a bow). Alchemical objects, potions, coils and wands
can not be quickly drawn with the help of this performance. Normal: Without this performance, you can draw a weapon as a turn-based action or (if the base attack bonus is +1 or higher) as a free action as part of the move. Without this performance, you can draw a hidden weapon as a standard action. Quicken Spell
(Metamagic) You can cast spells in a fraction of normal time. Benefit: Casting an accelerated spell is a quick action. You can perform another action, even casting another spell, in the same round as you cast the accelerated spell. A spell whose casting time is more than 1 round or 1 full-round action can not be
accelerated. The accelerated spell uses the magic of a slot of four levels higher than the spell's actual level. Cast an accelerated spell won't create an attack of opportunity. Special: You can apply the effects of this performance to the magic cast spontaneously, as long as it has casting time that is no greater than 1 full-
round action without increasing the magic of casting time. Fast Charging (Combat) Choose a type of kucha (manual, light or heavy). You can re-charge these weapons quickly. Prerequisite: Weapon Expertise (selected type of kucha). Benefit: The time it takes to reload the selected crossbow type is taken for free action
(for hand or light crossbow) or for turn (for heavy crossbow). The transhiping of crossbows still provokes an attack of opportunity. If you have selected this power for a handbow or a light kuchi, you can fire this weapon as many times as you could attack if you were using a bow. Normal: A character without this power
needs a turn-based action to reload the hand or light kucha, or full action to reload the heavy kucha. Special: You can get fast charging multiple times. Every time you have power, this applies to a new type of kucha. Quick Shot (Fight) You can carry out another attack remotely. Prerequisites: Dex 13, Point-Blank Shot.
Benefit: With a full attack action with a long-range weapon, you can fire once more with the highest bonus in this round. All attacking roles are -2 penalties when using a quick shot. Ride-By Attack (Combat) When mounting and charging, you can move, strike the enemy, and then continue to move. Prerequisites: Ride 1
Rank, Driving Fight. Advantage: When you are mounted and using a charging action, you can move and attack as if you were with standard charging, and then move again (continue in a straight point of charge). Your total movement per lap must not exceed twice the speed of the ride. You and your mount do not create
attack opportunities from the opponent who attacks. Run You're quick feet. Advantage: You move five times more when running speed (if you wear medium, light or no armor and carry more than medium load) or four times the speed (if you carry heavy armour or carry heavy loads). If you make the jump after starting
(see acrobatics skill description), you will get a +4 bonus to check acrobatics. While running, you retain the dexterity bonus in the armor class. Normal: You move at four times the speed during the run (if you wear medium, light or no armor and carry more than the medium load) or three times the speed (if you wear
heavy armor or carry heavy loads) and lose the dexterity bonus to ac. Scorpion Style (Combat) You can perform an unarmed strike that significantly prevents the movement of your target. Premise: Enhanced unarmed strike. Advantage: To use this performance, you must perform one unarmed attack as a standard action.
If this unarmed attack hits, you will deal damage normally and the base ground speed of the target will be reduced to 5 feet for the number of rounds equal to the Wisdom modifier, unless it does fortitude saving throw (DC 10+1/2 level of your character + Wis modifier). You can create magic scrolls. Prerequisite: Caster
level 1st. Benefit: You can create a scroll of any spell you know. The scribing scroll lasts 2 hours if its base price is 250 gp or less, otherwise scrimming the scroll takes 1 day for every 1000 gp at its base price. To make a scroll, you need to consume raw materials that cost half of this basic price. For more information,
see the rules for creating magic items in magic items. Selective channeling You can choose who to influence when channel energy. Prerequisite: Cha 13, function of channel energy class. Advantage: When you direct energy, you can choose several targets in the area up to the Charisma modifier. These targets are not
affected by your directed energy. Normal: All targets in a 30-foot blast are affected when the energy channel. You can only choose whether it concerns you. Self-contained You know how to get together in the wild and how to effectively heal wounds. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on all Heal checks and survival checks.
If you have 10 or more ranks in one of these skills, the bonus will increase to +4 for that skill. Smash Defense (Fight) Your skills with your chosen weapon leaves opponents who can't defend themselves if you hit them when their defenses are already at risk. Prerequisites: Weapon focus, Dazzling display, base attack
bonus +6, weapon expertise. Benefit: Any shaken, frightened or panicked opponent you hit in this round is flat until the end of the next round. This includes all other attacks that you make this round. Shield Focus (Combat) You are skilled at diverting strikes with your shield. Prerequisites: Shield Proficiency, Basic Attack
Bonus +1. Advantage: Increase the AC bonus awarded by any shield you use by 1. Shield Master (Fight) your Shield allows you to fight it without obstacles. Prerequisites: Enhanced Shield Bash, Shield Expertise, Shield Slam, Two-Weapon Fighting, Basic Attack Bonus +11. Advantage: You will not suffer any penalties
for offensive roles with a shield when you control another weapon. Add a bonus to upgrade your shield to attack and damage shield re roles as if it were a weapon upgrade bonus. Shield Proficiency (Combat) You are trained in how to use the shield correctly. Advantage: If you use a shield (except for a tower shield), the
shield armor control penalty applies only to abilities based on strength and agility. Normal: If you are using a shield with which you are not prowess, you will take shield armour control penalty on attacking roles and on all skill checks that involve movement. Special: Barbarians, bards, clergy, druids, warriors, paladins and
rangers automatically have shield knowledge as a bonus performance. He doesn't have to choose her. Shield Slam (Combat) In the correct position, your shield can be used to send opponents flying. Prerequisites: Enhanced Shield Bash, Shield Expertise, Two-Weapon Fighting, Basic Attack Bonus +6. Benefit: All
opponents hit by your shield are also hit by a free bullfighting attack that pushes their attack throw to control the combat maneuver (see Fight). This bullish rush does not create an attack of opportunity. Opponents who cannot return because of a wall or other surface are knocked on the ground after moving the maximum
possible distance. You can decide to move with your goal if you are able to make a 5-foot step or spend the action to move this move. Shot on the Run (Combat) You can move, shoot a remote weapon, and move again before your enemies can respond. Requirements: Dex 13, Dodge, Mobility, Point-Blank Shot, Base
Attack Bonus +4. Advantage: As a full-round action, you can move up to your speed and perform one range of attack at any point during your movement. Normal: You can not move before and after an attack with a weapon remotely. Sickening Critical (Combat, Critical) Your critical hits make your opponents disgusted.
Requirements: Critical focus, base attack bonus +11. Advantage: Whenever you score a critical hit, your opponent becomes dissuased for 1 minute. The effects of this performance are not stacked. Instead, additional requests to the server add to the duration of the effect. Special: You can apply the effects of one critical
power only to a given critical hit if you do not have critical mastery. Silent Spell (Metamagic) You can cast spells without any sound. Advantage: Silent charm can be seeded without word components. Spells without verbal components are not affected. Silent charm uses the magic of a slot one level higher than the spell's
actual level. Special: Bard spells cannot be enhanced by this performance. Simple Weapon Zficiency (Combat) You are trained in the use of basic weapons. Advantage: You make with simple weapons without penalty. Normal: When using a weapon with which you are not prowess, you will have -4 penalties for offensive
roles. Special: All characters except druids, monks and wizards are automatically profiant with all simple weapons. You do not have to select this performance. Skill Focus Choose a skill. You are particularly adept at this skill. Advantage: You get a +3 bonus on all controls involving the selected skill. If you have 10 or more
ranks in this skill, this bonus will be increased to +6. Special: You can get this performance multiple times. Its effects are not stacked. Every time you have performance, this applies to a new skill. Snatch Arrows (Combat) Instead of knocking on an arrow or remote side attack, you can catch it mid-flight. Prerequisites: Dex
15, Arrows from snag, Enhanced unarmed strike. Advantage: When using deflect arrows feat you can choose to grab the weapon instead of just deflecting it. Thrown weapons can be immediately thrown back as an attack against the original attacker (even if it is not your turn) or kept for later use. You must have at least
one free hand (holding nothing) to use this performance. Spell Focus Choose a school of magic. Any spells you cast from that school are harder to resist. Benefit: Add +1 to the difficulty class for all saving throws against spells from the magic school you choose. Special: You can get this performance multiple times. Its
effects are not stacked. Every time you perform, it applies to a new school of magic. Spell Mastery You have mastered a small handful of spells, and can prepare these spells without referencing your spellbooks at all. Prerequisite: First Level Advantage Guide: Every time you have this performance, choose the number of
spells you already know equals your intelligence modifier. From now on, you can prepare these spells without referring to the book of magic. Normal: Without this performance, you must use a spellbook to prepare all your spells, except reading magic. Spell Penetration Your spells break spell resistance more easily than
most. Advantage: You get a +2 wheel level control bonus (level 1d20 + wheel level) to overcome creature magic resistance. Spellbreaker (Combat) You can strike at enemy spellcasters who fail to cast defensively when threatened. Prerequisites: Disruptive, level ten fighter. Advantage: Enemies in your vulnerable area
who fail to meet their controls to defensively trigger opportunity attacks from you. Normal: Enemies who fail to cast spells defensively do not create attacking opportunities. Temperamental charge (fight) Your attacks of the mounted round will do a huge amount of damage. Prerequisites: Ride 1 Rank, Driving Combat,
Ride-By Attack. Advantage: When mounting and using the charging action, you deal double damage to weapons at close(s) or triple damage with a spear). Spring Attack (Fight) You can skillfully move on to the enemy, strike and before it can respond. Requirements: Dex 13, Dodge, Mobility, Base Attack Bonus +4.
Advantage: As a full-round action, you can move up to your speed and perform one attack up close without provoking any attack opportunities from your attack target. You can move both before and after an attack, but you have to move at least 10 feet before an attack, and the total distance you move can't be greater
than your speed. You cannot use this capability to attack an enemy that is adjacent to you at the beginning of your turn. Normal: You can not move before and after the attack. Stunning critical (combat, critical) your critical hits cause your opponents to slow down. Prerequisites: Critical focus, base attack bonus +13.
Advantage: Whenever you score a critical hit, your opponent staggers to 1d4+1 rounds. A successful fortitude save shortens the duration to 1 round. DC this fortitude save equals a 10+ basic attack bonus. The effects of this performance are not stacked. Instead, additional requests to the server add to the duration.
Special: You can apply the effects of one critical power only to a given critical hit if you do not have critical mastery. Stand Still (Combat) You can stop enemies trying to move around you. Prerequisites: Combat reflexes. Advantage: When an enemy provokes an opportunity attack to move through adjacent squares, you
can perform a combat maneuver check as an opportunity attack. If successful, the enemy cannot move for the rest of their turn. The enemy can still take the rest of his action, but he can not move. This performance also applies to all creatures who try to move from the square that is adjacent to you, if such a movement
provokes an attack of opportunity. Stealthy You're good at avoiding unwanted attention and slipping out of bonds. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on all Escape Artist and Stealth skill checks. If you have 10 or more ranks in one of these skills, the bonus will increase to +4 for that skill. Step Up (Combat) You can close
the distance when the enemy tries to move away. Prerequisite: Base Attack Bonus +1. Benefit: Whenever a neighboring enemy tries to do 5 feet from you, you can also take a 5-foot step as an immediate action if you end up next to the enemy that triggered this ability. If you take this step, you can't take a 5-foot step
during the next turn. If you take action during the next turn, read 5 feet of total movement. Still Spell (Metamagic) You can cast spells without moving. Benefit: Stilled charm can be cast without somatic components. Spells without somatic components are not affected. Quiet charm uses the magic of a slot one level higher
than the spell is the actual level. Strike Back (Combat) You can strike enemies who attack you using their excellent range, by targeting your limbs or weapons as they come at you. Prerequisite: Basic attack bonus Advantage: You can prepare You want to carry out a melee attack against any enemy that attacks you in
close combat, even if the enemy is out of your reach. Stunning critical (combat, critical) your critical hits cause your opponents to stun. Prerequisites: Critical focus, stunning critical, base attack bonus +17. Advantage: Whenever you score a critical hit, your opponent stuns for 1d4 rounds. A successful fortitude save
reduces it spread over 1d4 rounds. DC this fortitude save equals a 10+ basic attack bonus. The effects of this performance are not stacked. Instead, additional requests to the server add to the duration. Special: You can apply the effects of one critical power only to a given critical hit if you do not have critical mastery.
Stunning fist (Fight) You know where to strike temporarily stun the enemy. Prerequisites: Dex 13, Wis 13, Enhanced Unarmed Strike, Base Attack Bonus +8. Advantage: You must declare that you are using this performance before you perform an attack (that is, a failed roll attack destroys the attempt). A stunning fist
forces an enemy damaged by your unarmed attack to create a fortitude saving throw (DC 10+1/2 level of your character + Wis modifier), in addition to dealing damage normally. A defender who fails in this saving throw is stunned for 1 round (until just before the next turn). The stunned character abandons everything that
is held, can not take action, loses the dexterity bonus on the AC and takes -2 penalty on the AC. You can attempt a stunning attack once a day for every four levels you've reached (but see Special), and no more than once per round. Constructs, oozes, plants, the undead, intangible beings and creatures immune to
critical interventions cannot be stunned. Special: The monk receives a stunning fist as a bonus performance on the first level, even if it does not meet the prerequisites. A monk can attempt a stunning attack several times a day that equals his monk level, plus one more time a day for every four levels he has in classes
other than the monk. Throw anything (Fight) You're used to throwing things that you have at hand. Advantage: You will not suffer any penalties for using an improvised weapon remotely. You will receive a +1 in-line bonus for attack roles with spray guns thrown. Normal: You take -4 penalty for offensive roles made with an
improvised weapon. Tedious critical (combat, critical) your critical hits will cause fatigue of opponents. Prerequisites: Critical focus, base attack bonus +13. Advantage: Whenever you score a critical hit, your opponent gets tired. This performance has no further effect on tired or exhausted creatures. Special: You can apply
the effects of one critical power only to a given critical hit if you do not have critical mastery. Toughness You have increased physical endurance. Advantage: You get +3 HP. For each hit death you own over 3, you get an additional +1 hit point. If you have more than 3 Hit Dice, you get +1 hit whenever you get Hit Die (for
example, when you get a level). Tower Shield Expertise (Combat) You are trained in how to properly use tower shield. Prerequisite: Shield Expertise. Advantage: When using the turret shield, the shield control penalty applies only to abilities based on strength and dexterity. Normal: A character who uses a shield with
which he is not prowess takes control of the shield on attacking roles and on all skill checks that involve movement, including ride. Special: Fighters automatically have Tower Shield as a bonus performance. He doesn't have to choose her. Trample (Combat) While mounted, you can ride down opponents and pedal them
under the horse. Prerequisites: Ride 1 Rank, Driving Fight. Advantage: When you try to defect an opponent during assembly, your target may not avoid you. Your holder can perform a single hooves attack against any target you knock down, getting a standard +4 bonus on offensive roles against prone targets. Turn the
undead Call to higher powers, causing the undead to flee from the power of your released divine energy. Requirements: Positive channel energy class function. Benefit: You can, as a standard action, use one of your positive energy channels to cause all the undead within 30 feet of you to flee as if panicked. The undead
will receive the Save the Negate effect. DC for this saves equals 10+1/2 your spiritual level+ your Charisma modifier. The undead who fail to save them flee for 1 minute. The intelligent undead will receive new savings to throw each round to end the effect. If you use the energy of the canal in this way, it has no other
effect (it does not cure or harm nearby creatures). Two-Weapon Defense (Combat) You are skilled at defending yourself while dual-wielding. Prerequisites: Dex 15, Two-Weapon Fighting. Advantage: When you control a double weapon or two weapons (without natural weapons or unarmed strikes), you get a +1 shield
bonus to your ac. When you fight defensively or use total defensive action, the bonus of this shield increases to +2. Two-Weapon Fighting (Combat) You can fight with a weapon controlled in each of your hands. You can carry out one more attack each round with a secondary weapon. Premise: Dex 15. Advantage: Your
penalties for offensive roles for fighting two weapons are reduced. The penalty for your primary hand will be reduced by 2 and the penalty for your hand will be reduced by 6. See Two-Weapon Fighting in Combat. Normal: If you have a second weapon in your hand, you can get one more attack on the round with that
weapon. When fighting in this way you will suffer -6 penalty with regular attack or attacks with your primary hand and -10 penalty to attack with off hand. If your off-hand gun is light, penalties are reduced by 2 each. An unarmed strike is always considered light. Two-Weapon Rend (Combat) Striking with Both Of Their
Weapons You can use them to deliver devastating wounds. Prerequisites: Dex 17, Double Slice, Enhanced Two-Weapon Combat, Two-Weapon Battle, +11 Base Attack Bonus. Advantage: If you hit an opponent with both your primary hand and an off-hand weapon, you will deal an additional 1d10 damage points plus 1-
1/2 times the force modifier. You can only deal this additional damage once in each round. Unseat (Fight) You are skilled at deposing your mounted opponents. Prerequisites: Str 13, Ride 1 Rank, Cavalry Fight, Power Attack, Better Bull Rush, Base Attack Bonus +1. Advantages: When charging an opponent while
mounted and wielding a spear, resolve the attack as normal. If it strikes, you can immediately make a free attempt at a bull's rush in addition to normal damage. If he succeeds, the target is knocked off the horse and lands prone in the space adjacent to his mountain, which is directly from you. Vital Strike (Combat) You
perform a single attack that deals significantly more damage than normal. Prerequisites: Base Attack Bonus +6. Advantage: When you use an attack action, you can make one attack on your highest base attack bonus, dealing additional damage. Double-turn the damage cubes of the weapon and add results before
adding bonuses from strength, weapon abilities (such as blazing), damage based on accuracy, and other damage bonuses. These extra weapon damage cubes are not multiplied by critical hit, but are added to the total number. Weapon Finesse (Combat) You are trained in using your agility in close combat, as opposed
to brute force. Advantage: With a light weapon, rapir, whip or barbed chain made for a creature of your size category, you can use the Dexterity modifier instead of the force modifier on attack rolls. If you wear a shield, his control penalty applies to your offensive roles. Special: Natural weapons are considered light
weapons. Weapon Focus (Combat) Choose one type of weapon. You can also choose an unarmed punch or grab (or ray if you are a spellcaster) as a weapon for the purpose of this exercise. Prerequisites: Expertise with selected weapon, bonus for basic attack +1. Advantage: You get a +1 bonus on all attack roles you
perform using the selected weapon. Special: You can get this performance multiple times. Its effects are not stacked. Every time you have power, this applies to a new type of weapon. Weapon Specialization (Combat) You are skilled at dealing damage with one weapon. Choose one type of weapon (including an
unarmed strike or grab) for which you have already selected the Weapon Focus performance. When using this weapon, you can cause additional damage. Prerequisites: Expertise with selected weapon, Targeting of weapon with selected weapon, fighter level 4. Advantage: You get a +2 bonus on all damage roles you
perform with the selected weapon. Special: You can get this performance multiple times. Its effects are not stacked. Every time you take this applies to a new type of weapon. Whirlwind Attack (Combat) You can strike at any enemy within reach. Prerequisites: Dex 13, Int 13, Combat Experience, Dodge, Mobility, Spring
Attack, Base Attack Bonus +4. Advantage: When you use a full attack action, you can give up your regular attacks and instead perform one close-range attack on the highest base attack bonus against each opponent within reach. You must perform a separate attack roll against each opponent. When you use Whirlwind
Attack performance, you also lose the bonus or other attacks awarded by other performances, spells, or abilities. Extend Spell (Metamagic) You can cast spells to take up more space. Advantage: You can change the blast, exuding, or spread-shaped spell to increase its surface area. Any numerical measurements of the
area of the spell will be increased by 100%. The extended spell uses the magic of slot three levels higher than the spell's actual level. Spells that do not have an area of one of these four species are not affected by this performance. Requirements: Dex 15, Dodge, Base Attack Bonus +6. Advantage: If you move more
than 5 feet in this round, you will get a 20% concealment for 1 round against long-distance attacks. Attacks.
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